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EMPlOYMENT EEO DIVISION
• Hy Maryanne Giustino
Graduation. It's the time when college
student s ha ve to eval uate all they 've learned.
and define what it is they want to do. lt "s also
time to look for a job
Whether the approximately 500 students
receiving degrees fr om Col umbia College this
June will find jobs in their field. or if thev will
find jobs at all, r emains to be seen
·
For ty· four per cent of Columbia 's graduates
· from the past two years were successful in
getting j obs related to their major . accord ing
to Cheryl Jenkins, Career !'Ianning and Pro·
fess1onal Pl acement. But. that percent 1s ontv
fl'ldt! lj105(• StUd!'nt:s wt.~u ~OU~IIt SCI'\' I(.(;S 11'0~
the pl acement offite. Manv students never
register.
·
n eccnt Columbia graduates who were succ.-ssful 111 finding wor k mclude: l sidor
LL'Onitis t "82 1. camer man for WCF'L ·TV
tchannel 381 i n Chicago; Merly n K laus t "78 •.
sports director for the ABC affiliate in
Nebraska ; Linda Shamscl t "79 1, assistant
film editor at Magno Sound in New York ; Hin·
man K aeding t'801, design artist for Visual
Techniques Inc., Chicago ; and Penny Barnes
t '81). publ icat~ns assi stant for YMCA or
USA.
.
<
NallonaUy, in_ I!Hr~, more than hal( oJ the

_18.000 mass comm\ulications and journalism
graduates lound ~la work, accord ing to a
Do~ Jones ~f'allup report. Most jourgl'adlUiti!'$ were _hi red . by · daily

nalism

newspa~. Public ~a,Uons was tb,e second

jllbs; mong

;;ourct;~ for
agenc•es,.wi'.re.

""'·we..efoui1ll' " • •..

gratis, advert•slng
and television stations

-'

,.."

11lose grad1iilt.j; who get jobs this year can
e~ ~ii' ~aries to be 2.8 percent higher
than last yeaf, --accordi ng to u study or
recniitl.ng treil(ls by Michigan State University p·~t~lces.
"\
But. nian.Y llfllduates may be In for a r ude

awaken~n~t. A. l,abor Department Study says

• continued !)II page 5
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Washington leads Chicago
towaras new direction
It's time to get down to business.
The election is over and the
diatribe must be translated into
meaningful programs for Chicago.
This has been a long and
revolting race for the office of
mayor. We must forget the past
weeks of hatred and malice and
direct our energies toward the
reconstruction of Chicago.
A shrinking tax base. unemployment. a slipping industrial base.
these are but a few of the many
problems facing our city govern-

ment. The times demand a leader
with broad vision for the future,
rather than makeshift plans for the
present.
Mayor Washington can't be expected to solve all of Chicago's problems in the next four years. But
we can expect a new direction for
the city and its people; a direction
that will put Chicago back on its
feet in the years to come. Good
luck, Mayor 'washington, you have
our support in meeting these
goals!

~-

NOW! That the

lets

Mudslinging
is

• By Mark Merzdorf
Bernard Epton showed his
true color on the night of the
election ... An....,gly color which
had been masked during the
campaign by a rye sense of
humor that. everyone thought
was "charming.''.

Bernard Epton is not a "charming" man. He is not a man
concerned with image. Fact is,
Bernie Epton could give a damn
about anyone's view of his
behavior.
There he was, quiet, soft
spoken, peering softly into the
lights of the camera crew surrounding him. Peter Nolan of
WMAQ TV leaned forward to
ask Epton his analysis of the
returns. Then came the outburst: the "real" Bernard Epton was about to tell the whole
world how he really felt about
the election and the media.
Bernard Epton talked to
slander and 'libel. He spoke of
reporters who never checked
sou rces before printing an item.
Of course Epton didn't cite any
sources or specifics; rather , he
just mentioned the names of
two columnists from the Sun·
Times, Royko and Simon.
Bernard Epton thinks he got a
raw deal from the media. from
my corner . I don't think he got
enough heat from the press'
Why? Because Epton and his
slick media boys discovered a
way to divert the campaign
issues into two topics: black
versus white , and Ha rold
Washinton 's tax history .
" ilefore it's too late'" That's
what Epton's TV ads proclaim ed. Bernard Epton was just
" too" cowardly to come right
out and say, " Hey Chicago, a
hlack man is comi ng. and he's
going to lower your property
values. put housing projects
next door to your hungalow, and
change all the street names to
those of famous black slaves!"
~;pton

and his advisors were

The Epton campaign was the
most disgusting, misleading,
morally offensive onslaught
towards another politician that
one could envision. But through
it all. Bernie kept on smiling.
Epton knew that a little smile
lends a lot of credibility . And
credibility turns into votes.
Many of us were not smiling.
We were infuriated. It really
didn't matter to Bernie.
because Bernie didn't really

care.
The big, bad, media hurt Bernie's feelings. enough so. that
Bernie felt like dishing out a littie more hatred towards the
press. via TV. as if we didn't
already have enough hatred
generated by his cowardly campaign.
When it was apparent that the
election had been lost. Epton
continued to beat Harold
Washington into the ground. "I
hope he remembers to pay his
bi lls on time," said the smiling
Epton.
I have never seen a losing
candidate l ook like such a loser.
Epton was not only disappointed that he lost the election,
he was angry . He was spiteful,
and he was dirty, the very same
emotions he displayed during
the entire campaign.
It came as no surprise that
Epton avoi ded the " unity
breakfast." And the "unity luncheon." and anything else connected with Harold Washington,
the new Mayor of Chicago.
Although he did send his
brother to the afternoon affair
with a note. That's the same as
sending someone else into war,
even if this was a " unity"
meeting.

Bernard Epton was not, and
Is not, ready for unity. What
docs he care about the governing body of Chicago? He has his
millions, his buddies in the insurancc industry, and he also
had tickets to the White Sox
opener.

_" t<xJ" cowardly to admit that

the strategy for beating Harold
Washtngton diQn 't center on the
Issues facing Chicago, hut
r;,tti,,r , played upon the fears of
white votcrK In an already
r:.cl•t city . In other words,
" when there Is no lsHue at stake,
put d Htakc Into an IHHUC."

ilcrnle, you're damn lucky
the media was nice to you, even
If you don' t care what we say,
other people do. And the story
which should have hcen told,
would have hcen an ugly one. As
u~o:l y "" the campaign you wnged ajlalnst llurold Wu•hlngton .

for

over.: .

all work

a

Letters to the editor
Dear Editor:
We are bringing to your attention
the following statement, as we
believe that this i ssue i s of importance to everyone irrespective
of higher education.
We, whose names appear below,
members of the Department of
Liberal Education, • in pursuit of
our shouldering our share of the
responsibility in car rying out the
mission of Columbia College " to
teach students ... to serve the needs
and dignity of the human community ... as well as to conduct
education in active relation to an
urban reality, to use the city as a
campus and as a vital source of
learning and, as lesson is taken
from a community, so to serve it In
return ... " urge our student body as
well as other faculty, staff and administrator s of Columbia College
to voice their support of the WellIngton Avenue United Church of
Christ in Chicago, The Covenant
Community and the Wheadon
United Methodist Church in
Evanston, and other churches
across the country which have now
offered sanctuary to Salvadorans
and Guatemalans who have fled
their country to escape the
viciousness of oppressive and
brutal regimes supported by the
government of the United States.
Furthermore, we ur ge,
wherever appropriate, the faculty
of Columbia, irrespective of
department, to utilize such instances of resistance to social injustice as opportunities for their
students to come to understand, as
well as for students to utilize their
skill s in arriving at . such
understanding, the primary rela·
tionshlp of the human community,
which, as a college which instructs
In the public arts is absolutely
essential knowledge for those who
choose to use their art forms and
professional skills for the good of

toseth~r

Unified ChicQgo

the human species as a whole.
John Roger Dodds
Ram Rattan K. Khalsa Gilkey
Glen Graham
Bill Hayashi
Skip Miller
Susan Ramirez
Gwen Robinson
Louis Silverstein
Don Sloan
Paula Weiner
Doralee Grindler Katonah
•For purposes of identification only.
Dear Editor:
That was a nice editorial on
Reagan which you wrote in the
March 21 issue of the Chronicle.
Right on - as they say. I couldn't
agree with you more. The man has
been a disaster for this country,
not j ust for the economically and
socially downtrodden , but
especially for them, but also for
the huge number of working stiffs,
which comprise a good part of the
middle class.
In· his haste to enact social and
economic reforms which will favor
his cronies In business and industry, he has dismantled the
country's social gains since the
turn of the century. If he had
deliberately set out to destroy this
country and the social gains it has
enjoyed for the past half century,
he could not have done a better job.
The man may be " big" physically,
but in mental power and the size of
hi s econom i c and socia l
philosophy, he is a pygmy. My onl y
hope is that by the time the el ection
rolls around, his pet theories of
government will have been so
discredited that the people will
throw him out, lock, stock and barrel.
At any rate, I enjoyed the
editorial. It Is alway a pleasure to
see a former student doing a fine
jo~ . Keep up the good work.
Terence J . Sacks
Journalism Instructor

The Columbia Chronicl e is the student newspaper of Columbia College. The opinions expressed are those of the editorial staff and do not
necessarily r eflect the views of Columbia College.
The Columbia Chronicle welcomes comments, criticisms and reactions from readers. L etters are subject to editing. All material submitted becomes property of the Columbia Chronicle. Drop off material at
the Columbia Chronicle office.
Contact the Columbia Chronicle editorial office at 600 S. Michigan
Avenue, Hoom 621 ; or call663·1600, ext. 263.
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Students protest Solomon Act

Updates on Financial Aid
• By Jacqueline Prince
Student aid could Increase $3.5
billion In fiscal 1984 under the
president's budget, which was sent
to Congress January 31.
With the exception of the
Guaranteed Student Loan program, the Reagan administration
proposes to keep 1984 funding at
current levels.
" We are very pleased to say
there Is more financial aid
available now than there has ever
been," said Don Warzeka, Columbia College's acting director of
financial ald.
"Our mos t pressing concern at
this time Is with students who don't
take state and federal deadlines
seriously enough, so get those applica tions In long before the
deadline," he stressed.
The Solomon Act, scheduled for
implementation July 1, Is our second biggest worry, he said. The
controversial law requires male

students 1&-24 years old, who apply
for financial aid, to submit proof of
· their draft registration.
The Amendment, Introduced' In
1982 at the urging of the Selective
Service Bureau, links federal
financial a!d to draft registration.
Though now a law, college administrators and some legislators
are still debating its legality and
constitutionality.
Currently there are two bills In
Congress that would oppose the
law . One, in the House of
Representatives, would repeal the
law, and one In the Senate would
modify it. Legislative aides on
Capitol Hill say there is little hope
that the law will be repealed, but
its implementation date could
possibly be pushed back from six
months to a year .
On March 10, Judge Donald
Alsop, of the federal district courts
of Minnesota, barred the U.S.
Department of Educa tion from enforcing the controversial law.
Judge Alsop entered a preliminary

Injunction that would delay the
law's scheduled July 1 lmplemen·tanon. He ruled that the law was
" likely to be found unconstitutional," and said that it violates
student's 5th Amendment protection against self-Incrimination.
Moreover, the law might be an
unconstitutional " bill of attainder"
(the extinction of the civil rights of
a person) bec.a use it singles out for
punishment a specific group of
people - male college students aged 1&-24.
Alsop did permit the Education
Department to continue Its work on
final regulations for Implementing .
the law, which are due in May. The
first draft of those regulations called for the nation's colleges and
universities to enforce the law by
verifying whether male students
had registered before releasing
financial aid checks.
Those provisions outraged the
higher education community. College presidents and financial aid
officials protested to a House sub-

committee last month that they
were being unfairly placed in the
role of draft police. They said
verifying whether students had
registered for the draft would
create massive backlogs of paperwork and would require the hiring
of new financial aid personnel.
Justice Department lawyers are
expected to contend that the
preliminary Injunction applies only to Alsop's district, the State of
Minnesota.
" Let's face It," said Warzeka,
" we have a defense minded administration, so I advise those
students who have not registered
to get registered. First beca use it's
the law, and second, because they
need to be In compliance so that
they will be eligible for financial
aid no matter what happens."
U.S. Rep. William Green, (RN.Y.), contends that the draft
should be eliminated and is cosponsoring a bill to ban draft
registration.

In addition ~ to the heated
arguments on the draft, the college
community is cautiously eyeing
the Reagan administration's new
proposals . on the distribution or
financial aid In 1984.
Last week, more than 3,000 college students convened on Capitol
Hill to protest the policies of the
Reagan administration. Jon Sim...mons, Columbia's student advisory representative, attended
the forum and reported that the
two basic issues which caused
students the most concern, was the
Solomon Act, which drew the
loudest protest, followed by pr«>posals to change the process on
how financial aid is given. He said
the Reagan administration maintains that it has the r ight to decide
how financial aid is distributed,
and under what circumstances.
On the surface, these proposals
don't appear to be earth shattering, Simmons said, " but that
doesn' t mean that nothing is going
on <on Capitol Hill )."

Blitz ·starts new era with dreams of winning 1st USFL title
• By Ron ald Wojtecki

There is a professional football
team in town that has hopes or giving Chicago its first world championship since 1963.
The Chicago Blitz is one of 12
teams that comprise the United
Sta tes Football League. The
league w_as formed last May 11
with franchises in Arizona, Birmingham, Boston, Denver, Detroit,
Los Angeles, New J ersey, Oakland, Philadelphia, Tampa Bay
and Washington.
One reason the Blitz are being
hailed as a championship caliber
team is the presence of George
Allen. Allen, a one-time Bear assistant and Washington Redskin
coach, is the Chairmen of the
Board.and head coach or the Bliti.
" I think Chicago deserves a winning football team," said Allen,

who's son Bruce is the Blitz's
general manager. " What we'll try
to do is put together a football team
that Chicago will be proud of."
A successful NFL head coach,
first in Los Angeles, then Washington, Allen returns to the city where
he received the bulk of his pro football experience. From 1958-65. he
was an assistant coach and later
the designer and a~chitect of the
Bears defensive unit that was instrumental in Chicago's 1963 NFL
championship.
With the Blitz, Allen will do what
he has done throughout his coaching career: build a football team.
" I want a team that will work hard
toward winning a football championship," said Allen. " I think we
have the talent to win in this
league."
The fi rst player signed by the
Blitz was UCLA tight end Tim

Wrightman, a· 1983 Bear draft
choice who decided to take the
money and run to the USFL. Quar·
terback Greg Landry was the first
member of the Blitz to be acquired
in a trade. He brings 15 years of
NFL experience and is the elder
stateman on the team at age 36.
The Blitz have mixed ex-NFL
veteran players together with
rookies. One player, Stan White,
who defected from the Detroit
Lions where he was their union
player representative, is a 11 year
veteran at the linebacker position.
White was named the defensive
MVP by the Lions in 1981 and will
be a factor in building a defense.
What kihd or football will the
Blitz play? The one that Allen has
employed during his years in the
NFL·defensive. You will see the
linebackers and linemen put pressure on the quarterback. And on offense, Allen will generate one with
a combined passing and rushing
attack.
History was made on January 4
when the USFL held its first collegiate draft. The Blitz first selec·
tion was Ohio State Running Back
Tim Spencer, who led the Big Ten
in rushing. Then Allen did some
wheeling dealing to draft speedster
Trumaine Johnson, a wide receiver from Grambling.
But the biggest attaction the
USFL made was the signing of
Georgia Running Back Herschel
"The Great" Walker. Walker was

the first underclassman to sign
with the new league. He reportedly
signed a contract worth 6 million
dollars a year for three years with
the New J ersey Generals. Some
college football coaches have been
critical or the way the USFL is going after underclassmen. The NFL
has a rule that a college football
player must be a senior to be eligible for the draft.
The Blitz will play an 18 game
schedule, with nine home games at
Soldier Field. The league will have
an 18 week schedule with the first
USF6 championship game slated
for July 17.
The breakdown or the 18-game
schedule calls for each team to
play a home-and-home series with
each of the other tea ms in its division. The Blitz's other central division opponents a re : Birmingham,
Michigan and Tampa Bay. Finally.
each team plays one game with
each or the other clubs in the Allanlie and Pacific divis ions.
The Blitz will play under the
standard rules or professional football with two major exceptions and
some modifications. The league
has reinstituted the use of the 2point conversion following a touchdown . This rule was popularized by
the American Football League
during the 1960's. The other rule
change is that placekickers will be
allowed the optional use of a l-inch
kicking tee on placement attempts.
What makes the USFL a compe-

titive threat to the NFL? It's the
huge television contract with ABC.
ABC has given each club a guaranteed sum for tlie next two years,
somewhat the same situation CBS
has with the NFL. The Entertainment and Spor~s Programming
Network (ESPN > will cover 34
USFL games on cable on Monday
and Saturday evenings . They also
have a two year agreement with
the league.
Television will make the USFL a
success, not because or the exposure. but for the money. In the
fi rst year of existence. if attendance is way down then exJiected,
the league will still break even
because of revenues coming from
network and cable television.
The Blitz have a television contract with WFLD-TV to broadcast
a couple or games. WCFL radio
will broadcast all away and home
games.
The NFL hasn't had another
league to compete with since 1974
when the World Football League
was around. But the USFL is no
WFL. They have more fina ncial
support than what the WFL had.
Another reason. the WFL didn't
have network television on their
side. The WFL ·just didn't get support from fans and going up
against the NFL was also a problem.
Time will only tell when the Blitz
and the USFL are a hit with the
fans.

Look like a million without investing a fortune. The
HAIR PERFORMERS offer you a hair design that's
worth its weight in gold. At a remarkably low
price. .

SPECIAL
$5.00 OFF
HAIR SHAPING
AND STYLING
Ex~rea JunetS,

$10.00 OFF
ON ALL PERMS
!Hair Shaping And Styling
Not Included)

1M3

Offers good for full price services with this ad only.

*SANDWICHES
SUBMARINE
* FRESH * TAFFY
POPCORN
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*

ICE
CREAM

1/2 Block South of Congress . 539 S. WABASH
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What happend at Donnelly Hall?

Election '83: A night to reiDeiDher
• By C .D. Matthe¥fs
"lt'l juat a mecla event," aald
Kellb Gaw of lbe "-!ated
~of lbe Mtlmated 25,000
preaent at Donnelley Hall,
WaahJnlloa Headquarten on election nllht. GolpeJ mllllc and jau
WM playln& and food and drink
waa everywhere. A typical
Walhlnpon balh that could only be
topped by Fltz&erald'a Gatlby.
"'lbey're tr)'ln& to aet lbe atIDOiphere rllht." aald Keith Gave.
'lbe party was a IIUCCelll.

-

'lbe early birds were mostly
campalp workers, Identified with
atalf badgea and red, whlte and

blue blbl. One worker wearing a
bib when asked why she voted for
Walhlngton aald, "No comment.
He just told us not to say
anything."
'lbe mood waa one or Jubllanc!l!
tainted with fear and restraint.
Nothing like the Immediate
hysteria or primary night at lbe
McCormick Inn. None of that confidence.

"Everyone seems real tired,"
said Tom McCarey, 20, a University of Illinois student from
Markham. "It's been a vicious
campaign," he said.
Most people thought It would be
very close. "I'll be here all night,"
said Mark Balthault, 20, a student
Journalist at Champagne. "People
are very Interested In lbe election
In Champagne. Tbere are a lot of
Chicago voters there, voting
absentee. No one knows who will
win," said Balthazar.
"He'll win by 40,000," said
Claude "T.V." Sutton, 59. Sutton, a
motor truck driver for lbe city,
said, "I joined the Metcalfe
organization after the service,
that's where I met Washington. We
went through lbe same organizations."
Tbere was no need to ask people
what lbey thought about the racist
climate or lbe campaign. Willy
Rainey, 23, a teachers aide for
United Cerebral Palsy said,
"Racism Is lbe bottom line. <In the
campaign.)"
"Tbere's a fracas going down no
matter wbo wins," said Andre
Agee, 23, unemployed. Agee, as
well as many others was disturbed
by Democrats, such as Roman
Puclnskl, who Jumped from lbelr
party to vote Republican. " I don't
see how Democrats jumped, dropping all lbey believed In," said
Agee. "Tbose Democrats jumping
to lbe Republican party. That's
- nothing but a racial thing."
"I didn't like lbe racial points or
views they were trying to bring Into lbe election," said Tony, 22, an
Interior decorator and free-lance
writer from Cabrlnl Greens. "The
media built It up. All these city people <voters) against Washington,
and lbe Democrats who turned. We
have a very unfair election In '83,"
said Tony. "I think It's too bad."
Some or lbe Washington supporters voted for Washlngton for
reaaona that were reminiscent of
campaign rbetorlc. "It's time for a

New lfa~ec:t, Harold Wl.llllqton smne. eandldly durin& a campalp Ylalt to Columbia Collep.

change," said Charlie Farmer, 23.
"I love him because he's the man,

the change, plain, simple and
fact," said Tony.
The1e was , however, considerable substance beyond the
rhetoric. Washington supporters
seem, in many cases, to be a well
Informed bunch. " I voted"for the
man, not because he's black, but
because of hiS program. I feel good
about it. It couldn't have come to a
better man," said Charlie Farmer.
" If Epton was a Democrat and had
a better program, I would have
voted for him."
With the mood of a civil rights
revival In Chicago, Farmer, as
others, was quick to qualify his
comments, saying that he didn't
vote for Washlngton because he Is
black. There Is a concern, among
black voters, that black voter
priorities be taken In context. Tbe
civil rights movement Is played
down, understated, disavowed entirely by some and Is perhaps not
the driving force behind the
Washlngton campalp, and vic-

tory, as some people are Insisting.
" The program," Is stressed.
Washington's black supporters express, In many cases, that they feel
Washlngton Is the candidate most
qualified for the job. " I think the
level of sophistication among black
voters has definitely Improved,"
said Andrew Patner, assistant
editor of Chicago magazine. "I
tblnk they' ve !blacks> been so
much better about Ibis thing than
the whites, with all these shouting
contests. I've been covering It for a
long time. I'm as tired of It as
anyone else. I just want to see him
win."
Hispanic support grew steadily
and became an Important factor In
the Washington victory. " I'm proud of Spanish people._Spanish people stuck togelber," said Jesus
Arce, 'Z1 of 3831 N. Soulbport, a laid
off worker for Bally ManufacturIng and campaign worker In lbe
47th Ward, 15th Precinct. "Most
Spanish and Puerto Rican's are
Democrats. Most will vote for
Washington, •• said Arce.
Alfonso Centra, captain ot lbe

15th Precinct said, " Everything
went smooth. <In the campalpl A
few problems with lbe 1aldermen.
That'slt."
"I belleve Washington will Improve unemployment and the
economy," said Jesus Arce. "Tbe
Spanish people have always voted
Democratic. The Democrats have
good candidates. Why, .because
he's black are we going to
discriminate against him?"
Many black supporters expressed a conviction that Washlngton
will Improve the racial polarization of Chicago. " ThiS IS a man
that's dedicated to public service.
He's trying to do right," aid
Claude Sutton, 59. " Harold can brIng 'em together. Tbe committeemen wilb power are behind an
the prejudice. It's a test of loyalty
to the party. Whatever he says,
people wtll do. " When asked
whether or not Waahlngton wtll be
able to secure stated fwlds for lbe
city, Sutton responded, "As far aa
money for the city, he'tmows wbere
to get it. He's got friends 10
Federal Government too."

" He'SIOIJIII unite lbe city," aald
Andre Agee, 23. "ADd In •• we'll
have a black candidate for prell-

dent. Jesse Jackaoo."
One supporter I spoke . .lb confk:leqt of a Waahlngton Yic:t.ory
from early on In lbe evealDI- "It's
gonna• be a landslide," aafd lfaJOJ
Dee, 35, manager of " NingtBIDIJ''
reggae band who performed at tile
gathering. "You'll aee as tile
evening progreasea. It'D all together In the end,.. aald Dee.
When asked bow be felt about tile •
racial climate of lbe e1ect1oa Dee
responded, "It's a raclaiiJ
segregated city. It bas . , _ b'
years. No doubt." Dee, aa oa..,
baa a convlctloo lbat Wulllllllml
can Improve lbe city's r.oai , . .
blema. " A WasbJn&ton Y1ctorJ wtl
Improve the raclallltuatlaa," aald
Dee. "Beyond lbe lbadow ol •
doubl' '
'
"Untttna" and "Heellaa" till •
ty - watchword• of &II._
Wasblngtoa campalp till& .....
.. worthy campa~p..-.-,

remain to b e -.

Chicago celebrities star at Columbia
• By Cindy Keenan

with established !beater stars, the ,
atudenla are subjected to the
raultrlndtna peraonalltles of
Cblcap'a critics. Since there are
profeaalonala participating In
e~M~~tlally every production, lbe
Cblcap Tribune, Sun-Timea and
the Reader re&u~arly review lbe
lhowa at lbe Theater; sometblnl
that Iii not done at olber collegea.
Stanton aays lbe phUotapby of
lbe Center Iii "product oriented,"
and lbat pttln& revtewa "expoaea
lbe student to the commercial
aapect without foraaklnl the art."
Altbollp the actora, actreuea
and cllrectora that participate In
tha Tbaatar production• are
relltlvlly well known Ill Cblcap

Laurie Metcalfe. Suaan Dafoe.
Terry Kinne)'. Grq Wllllama.
n- are Jlllt a few of lbe profeaalonal acton, actre11ea and directon that partklpate In lbe many
pi"'duCuons created by Columbia
Co!Jete'aTheater/lfllllc Center.
Auordlnl to Tim Stanton,
....,al JIUIIIIIII' of the Center,
Columbia Co1Jep .. Ul)lque In that
It II the .ty eoUep In lbe Cblcap
wlllcb utulull u- profeallollalt oa a feiUiar baell; "about
...,.. of them a... IMIIIben of Col....... facility. IIWiton thlnltl
IIIIIIAia"lf'elltl)'llem."
Ill ....._ to IIUIIII an op- tbetlar ctreiM, they are not "ma,.,._., t. IMnl from and work Jor ............. not 1111111 able

to alford to "bring major stars In,"
Stanton feels the tendency toward&
"pleaatna the star" lnatead or
working to put on a lhow may
prevail wllb lbe better known
beadilnera. Some of the Cblcaao
celebrltlea who are students
themaelvea, become Involved
because they are lntereated. Stanton aaya Sheldon Patinkln, Department Cbalrperson, doeln't make
" alot of concalionl" for the aueat
atara; they are there to put out a
lbow, Juat like everyone elae.
The opportunity lA! wo~ with
atara could be m~ than a one
ntpt ltand u atudlnt Vito D'Am·
broalo foulld out. D'Ambrollo, wbo
Worllad with the Remallll Tbaat.r
l:lllllllble Ill tllllr pnlllltatlon of

Coming in the

"Woyzeck" at Columbia laat fall,
got blmaelf a part In lbe Remains
Theater preaenlatlon or "lfoby
Dick" at lbe Goodman Theater.
ACCOI'dlnl to Stanton, D'Ambroalo
auditioned for the lhow and Iince
membera or the Remalna enaemble were familiar and obvloully
pleaaed with btl work, they offered
him apart.
Upcomtna pertormanceelnclllcle
Wynton Marahall, Downbeat
mualc maautne•a Trumpeter of
the Year, wbo wtll be perfol'lllllll
with the JUI ll:lllllllble and the
8Winl All Scbool Chonllllebecluled
to atart Apru • · In addition, rrut
rarrellllld Alan a~ al'lrtt~~n~
lnllf&J 11 for 1not11er run o1 "I'd
Rather hiUibt."

Next Issue:

•

...
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Unicef vs. Nestle

Formula threatens infants' lives
• By Yinka Gbaja
An exceptional amount or infant

sickness and death has been happentng in the developing countries
due to the profit making of multinational corporations. Commercial ~orce and free samples of Infant formula are used to lure

mothers away from breast feeding
their newborn at birth.
According to VIctory Kadish who
teaches a child development
course at•'Columbla, "Breast
feeding infants wtll ensure that the
newly born gets the necessary protein; because lack of protein trrinfants will result In residual brain

damage."
Responding to the problem of Inrant formula, the World Health
organization and UNICEF, claim
that the number of infant deaths In
the developing countries are In the
mtlltops. Their evidence was based
on the fact that bottle-fed babies
are three to five times more likely

Art bootcamp continues
• By Robert Bergsvik

"Artistic bootcamp" continues
at Columbia College's Artists in ·
Apprenticeship program with
guest lectures this week, planning
for student final projects and an
end of term celebration, announced the program's directors last
week.
George Bailey , Col umbia
Writing/English instructor, will
lead orr the lecture series for aspiring artists April 18 at the 11th
Street Theatre, according to Mary
Dougherty, co-director of Artists in
Apprenticeship (A in A). The lecture series, designed by Dougherty
and co-dttector Eileen Cherry,
aims to improve student s'
understanding or the arts, and will
feature other Columbia and community artists, said Doughterty.
Scheduled to appear in the next
few weeks are Greg Williams and
Julie Jackson, Theatre/ Music
Department; Bruce Shuster,
Broadcast Commu nications
teacher ; and six community artists including Walter Bradford.
Bradford is a poet, film maker and
executive director of St. Leonard's
House, a halfway house for exCOHvicts.
But A In A features more than
just lectures, said Cherry.
During their "orientation to the
arts," said Cherry, A in A students
Including apprentices from adver tising to writing begin to develop
needed technical skills. More importantly, said both directors, A in
A students acquire the persistent
attitudes required for a career in
the ultra-competitive, often poorly
funded arts.
" We have to take some of the
stars out or their eyes," said
Cherry . .
Concurrent with the A in A
workshop, these students partake
of a four hour humanities course,
along with courses in their general
aree of interest. This allows for
personal flexibility, said Cherry,
who doubles as a Columbia

being " recruited" here by Dean
academic advisor.
Throughout the semester-long Lya Rosenblum, Cherry and
program, students chart their Dougherty sharpened their techniemotional and creative growth in a ques while working with the
mandatory journal. Writing and federally funded Pier Group.
Pier Group, a summer youth
creativity are stressed through
'show and tell' exhibitions and a program developed by Dougherty
mid-term proposal outlining ideas in the late 1970's, attracted hundreds or teenage artists as well as
for a final project.
Examples of these fi nal projects, funding from the Comprehensive
said Cherry, include a 40 voice Employment and Training Act and
choir and a multi-media presenta- ,the (Chicago> Mayor's Office of
tion on interracial dating captured Employment and Training. The
in dance, drama and on film. This Pier Group opened for business at
semester's final project debut, to Navy Pier, but later moved to
which anyone is invited, leads into Malcolm X College.
Cherry, originally a performing
an A in A party May 27.
The final event, said Dougherty, artist, worked under Dougherty
provides her students an "ear to after her graduation from Norththe administration." For many. western University. It was there
she added, it is their first chance to that she organized a black theater
take themselves, and to be taken, group and a gospel choir.
In 1980, said Dean Rosenblum,
seriously.
Although Cherry joked that A in Dougherty first approached her
A was "artistic bootcamp," she "with a very vague idea" for a
and Dougherty, a visual artist with Pier Group-like program at Colan M.A. from the School of the Art umbia. The vague idea was fleshed
Institute, take their roles very out, federal Title Ill funds were
found and A in A will soon
seriously.
" We bring people toward the celebrate its third year at Columidea of discipline," said Dougher- bia - which now finances the proty. " It's not the success story, it's gram.
''1 as
" Its presence (A in A's> affects
the struggle that is important."
their Infants. Mothers In these
To that end, guest artists are every student at Columbia," countries should be taught how to
pressed into the cause, to provide because it combines "student ex- breast feed, Instead of feeding
future artists a realistic view of ploration and academic advising," babies watered-down Imported
said Rosenblum.
their professions.
" I really would like to see it ex- milk.
Corporations which sell infant
What is important, said Cherry, pand because it was first exIs the individual's relationship to perimental and not remedial ," she formula in developing countries
are attempting to cut mothers off
their work. She and Dougherty added.
prompt students to better themNick Palazzo, a Writing/English from the past with enticing media
selves and humanity, through their major and former A in A student, control and distribution of free instruggles.
seco nded Rosenblum 's en- fant formula to mothers In their
homes, and in the hospital where
The sources of creativity often thusiasm.
" I became more than a student majority of women deliver babies.
have local origins, she added, such
Groups like Infact Organization
as family problems and personal there On A in A)...because your
guards and inhibitions start drop- and others are challenging Nestle
rears.
and other corporations that sells _
away," he said.
" Whatever is biting you on the ping
Experimental or not, many Arbehind is your greatest source of tist in Apprenticeship students concreativity," said Cherry.
sisting or mostly freshmen are
Over 600 students have been in- reluctant to end their apprentroduced to this philosophy since A ticeship, according to Cherry.
In A's Co lumbi a start in
"Some ask If there is an A in A
September, 1980. However, before part two," she said.

~
c*s ~.

]

tie's products, and to spread
pressure on other corporations
that market infant formula.
The branch of lnfact Organization In Chicago began an Intensive
campaign In February 1983,
together with other groups, to get
Nestle's largest selling coffee In
the United States, ' Taster's
Choice' off the shelves in Chicago.
For further Information on the
Infant Formula Campaign, contact: INFACT ORGANIZATION,
22 East Van Buren, Room 300,
Chicago, llllnois 60605. Telephone
312-93!H>233.

COMMENTARY .

Wrinkles

long and pleat-like. They go
In the hallowed halls or Col- from the collar to the hem.
Yes, here at Columbia, we see
umbia, the s tudents and
everyday and we don't
teachers are used to looking at them
think
a thing about them.
each other in various degrees of
But there Is a day when
dress and various levels of
wrinkles. Day In and day out, wrinkles would or at least
semester after semester, we should bother us. That day Is
think nothing of what grand- graduation day.
mother used to call "roughdried." At Columbia, shirts,
slacks, blue-jeans and t-shtrts
can and do have amazing
wrinkles. In fact, some of us
have taken wrinkles to an art
form.
Some wrinkles look as though
they were developed by the
garmet laying at the bottom of a
closet. These have hanger
prints or shoe Impressions on
one side and are loose wrinkles.
Then there are the wrinkles
from the clean laundry bag.
These wrinkles are tight and
have much integretty, in that
they don't fall out during the
At the last commencement,
day as you wear the garment.
They have come about because what did the friends and
families
of the graduates see
the dryer at the launderomat
didn't completely dry your when they looked out over the
clothes before you ran out ocean of graduates occupying
the best seats in the house? Not
of quarters.
And there are the wrinkles eager and pristine individuals
that come from a garmet being ready to make their contribuleft on a hanger too long. You tion. Thvy saw wrinkles.
Well, Columbia College, we
know, that shirt thai you wear
only hecause all your favorites might as well go out the way we
are dirty? These wrinkles are are comfortable, wrinkled.
• By Sardia Brigand

Watch trends, be flexible
•from page I

the Infant formula In order to stop
large killings of Infants and making shameful profits on their products in developtrig countries.
The World Health Organization
In 1981 drafted an International
Code or Marketing on Breast-Milk
Substitute; the first time WHO
regulated dangerous business activities or International magnitude.
This was also the first time that
groups fighting the case of Infant
formula scored a big victory
against multi-corporations, who
are scared or being regulated Internationally.
The corporations involved In the
infant formula products are trying
to beat the United Nations Code on
Breast-Milk Substitute. Nestle, the
largest Infant formula manufacturer and other corporations that
make these products should know
that the extreme result of death
from Infant formula Is not an effective population control in the
developing countr ies.
A strong universal consumer's
campaign has started In the United
States, Europe and the Third
World Countries to boycott Nes-

UNicefvs.Nestle

Job outlook

that 2.7 million of the estimated
10.4 million ·students receiving
diplomas from the nations universities In the decade ending 1985 will
work in jobs not traditionally filled
by college graduates, according to
a recent article In U.S. News and
World Report.
"The situation is something akin
to supply and demand," said Sar
Levitan, director of the Center for
Social Policy Studies at George
Washington University. "You have
a commodity, the B.A. degree, in
excessive supply. If you run out of
demand for college required jobs a
person will have to get what we
consider non-college jobs."
Despite the tight unemployment
market, new jobs are being
created. But, unfortunately for
Columbia graduates, who have
degrees in communications and
the arts, these new jobs are In the
englneering and computer science
fields. The business and economic
majors are the second most sought
after graduates, aceordtng to an
ilrtlcle in The Clttisttan Science
Monitor.

to die In Infancy than breast-fed
ones.
Breast feeding provides Immunities to babies against various
diseases and helps child-spacing.
Infant formula presents cases of
malnutrition, diarrhea and permanent brain damage In Infants of the
developing countries.
Many developing countries are
lacking numerous essentials
necessary for a healthy Infant.
Corporations are forcing Infant
formula on mothers as breast
substitute.
Problems exist such as lack of
clean pipe borne water for sterilizIng, Insufficient fuel to boil baby's
bottle, and nipples that babies use
repeatedly In a day, lack of
refrigerators for milk storage and
money to purchase enough formula makes mothers 'stretch' infant formula. This Is creating
distress in families.
Above all an alarming problem
or Ullteracy which seems permanent In the developing _countries is
creating severe problems for
mothers to follow Instructions on
how to prepare infant formula fo r

"Our students are becoming
vtces. The median age of
more aware that they can transfer
Americans moves up every year
the skills they've learned at Coland the elderly will soon make up
umbia into other fields," Jenkins one or the largest age groups In the
said. "For example, a performing
country.
arts major may find work in a
•The increase of computer
hospital as a dance therapist. An
related jobs. The Labor Departart major may work as an art
ment predicts that jobs for comtherapist or a court room artist.
puter hardware will increase 14
There are many more oppercent over the next 10 years.
portunities. Students need to
Computer systems analysts jobs
become more flexible and learn should increase by 107 percent and
about the different options."
the number of programers should
go up by 73 percent.
Students should keep abreast of
•The need for buildings is exthe current trends within their particular industry. It's important pected to Increase and the number
of architects is expected to rise by
that students aren't obsolete once
60 percent by 1990.
they've been graduated, Jenkins
•With the search on for altersaid.
native energy sources, L"e mining
It's also good to follow trends in
industry is expected to rise.
unrelated fields. Many graduates
It's also important for students
have been applying their com- to know their abilities, skills, permunication skills to the corporate sonal qualities and how to tailor
world.
them to what the market demands.
Some corporations have large "Students are usually not too clear
in-house communications systems. on what they want to do within
They often include newsletters, their field or study," Jenkins said.
magazines, and video productions.
"Students must decide on
Trends to watch for include:
careers that are of interest to them
•The increase in health care ser• continued on page 12
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prominently s potlighted, ban&·
almost 100 glossy portraits ol coo- •
jurers. Marshall Brodeln, ol TV
Magic Card fame; John 1bomp.
. son, 'The Great Tomsonlan'; 111111
Jay Marshall, present owner
of Magic Inc. on North Lincoln,
among others, share the honor roll.
" Ninety percent of the pictures
up there ... are people wbo worked
for us al one time or another,''
Pappas said.
Fresh out of the service In .11153,
Pappas learned bls tricks worldn&
part-time , " just watching the otber
fellows." Eventually, Murray took
nephew Pappas Into the ~
and moved the lounge to Lincoln
Ave., having closed the old place In
1967. They reopened In 1971.
Murray retired from bar magic
three years ago, said Pappas,
although for a whUe, there were
three generations of.famlly at the
New York Lounge.
" Michael, my son, has been with
me about three years now.''
Hired almost nine years ago,
'Skeets' Sturm Is the NYL's moat
experienced full-lime magician,
said Pappas, since Heba Haba
chants only twice weekly. Sturm's
louder, vaudeville s tyle of magic
contrasts bls boss's more reserved
delivery.
Having been a clown for the
Ringling Brothers Bamwn and
Bailey Circus, as well as the
Stutgart <Germany> circuS, Sturm
learned much of bls magic under a
bigtop tent. Sturm currently
teaches magic and clowning In
Evanston, his home.
Magic is no less popular today
. than before; judging from the full
house. in the New York Lounge on
weekends. In fact, said Pappas,

"The marquee says the whole
thing: 'Magic, it's fun to be fooled,' " said Nick Pa ppas, the pokerfaced co-owner of the New York
Lounge, 5151 N. Lincoln Ave.
A magician for almost 30 years,
Pappas has conjured with the best.
Yet, If the smiling faces around the
long oval bar are any indication,
magic in a s maller setting Is alive
and well.
The card tricks, jokes and illusions that light up the customers'
faces have continued here since
1971 , when the NYL moved to Lincoln Ave. However, Pappas' uncle,
retired co-owner Jack Murray,
began the original New York
Lounge at 833 W. Irving Park Rd.
In 1945.
The old location was owned by
two New Yorkers, said Pappas,
who filled it with murals of the
Brooklyn Bridge and the Empire
State Building. Murray bought the
ba r - and name - rather than risk
losing customers, said Pappas.
" It could have been called the
Bamboo Room," he joked.
Murray then brought magic to
the New York Lounge, in the form
of elfish-eyed Heba Haba.
Heba Haba, also known as AI Andrewson, 69, was summoned from
Schulien's - " the oldest family
establishment in Chicago,'' ac·
cording to Pappas - where he
tended bar and wielded magic. An·
drewson " picked up his tricks"
from Max Schulien during the
1930's, before joining Murray in

LOU.NG

en:

1945.

" Heba Haba started the tricks
and everyone followed him
through," said Pappas, pointing to
his photo gallery of magicians .
On the lounge's north wall,

A Sharp Dollar

SJi ow-Cif

You need : dollar bill and pencil
Aud1en ce sees: you break pencil with dollar bill

Secret: fold dollar bill in half lengthwise. re fo ld
lengthwise . Smooth creased edge carefully for a
sharpened edge. S wish through air with cho pping
motton. Have sOmeone hold it firmly a t a rms
length. as in second picture . Now. raising folded
bill In air to chop down. slip your fore finger
straight along bill. as in third picture. Yo ur finger
may JUst break pencil as shown.
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the popularity of TV magicians
iuc:h as Doug Henning and David
Copperfield proves the opposite. ·
Moreover, Pappas cited the exlltiloce of five Chicago area magic
dubS where patrons can see fulltime prestidigitation. There are,
for example, Mr. C' s, In Berwyn;
Houdini's ·Club, on the far South
Side; and Bit of Magic, near 48th

and CicerO.
"Us and Schulien's (2100 W. IrvIng Parll: Rd.), we're the oldest,"

added Pappas.
'The beauty of lounge magic, as
opposed to Las Vegas style conjurIng or the illusions of TV magi-

claDS, is Its Intimacy, he Said.
Lounge enchanters Interact more
cloaely with customers.
·"It's close-up magic; it's done
just for you," said Pappas, adding
lbal Heba Haba ranks a!Jove the
best In close-up work.
Pappas greaUy admires the illusions of David Copperfield,
boW'eVel', his " favorite all-around
magician Is 11le Great Thompsonian." Yet he doesn' t slight any of
the eight magicians employed at
the New York Lounge.
Claiming a " very small" turnover of magicians at' the NYL,
Pappas admitted that magic pays
the bills - even without a cover
cllarge. Especially on weekends.
"On a Friday night - which Is
our busiest Ume - we may turn
over 175 to 200 people," said Pappas. "After nine o'clock, you can't
get In here. We may have 100 people In the place."
That's no mean trick for a place,
with its-red-flocked wallpaJ)er and
mirrored walls, that seals only 78.
Customers unable to find a coveted
seal at the bar are entertained at

o

their tables by Mr. Ashe.
But the big show is at the bar.
There , five magicians
mesmerize the 38 customers fortunate enough to be there. 11le
magicians seem to horn in on
couples and mixed parties, calling
forth their stock of card tricks, illusions and bawdy jokes until the
lounge shakes with laughter.
But there are no prima donnas at
the New York Lounge; the conjurers are as quick with a drink as
they are at shuffling cards.
1nteresling)y, said Pappas, " 95
percent of my business is transient. I don't have ten steady
customers.''
He said his large weekend turnout (they are closed on Mondays>
resulted from his customer's wordof-mouth recommendations.
'The New York Lounge, said Pappas, Is internationally known.
Fingering through a customer
survey book, he pointed to names
from Europe and Australia.
In fact, during a magician's convention a year ago, " we had magicians from all over the world, all
over the place for four days," he
said.

There is no cover at the New
York Lounge and considering the
modest drink price, it may just be
an irresistible bargain. But
although the conjurers can vanish
your blues along with their cards,
only the customer can disappear
the beer.
ARTICLE BY:
BOB BERGSVIC K
PHOTOGRAPHY BY:
ROBERT WESSELL
LAYOUT BY:
A. TAYLOR, B. BERGSVIC K
GRAPHI CS: G. CARLSON
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NICK'S GALLERY

The Toothpick
Audience sees: A toothpick placed under han·
dkerchief which is broken by someone· but when

handkerchief is open toothpick is unbroken.
Secret: Use a handkerchief with a wide h em:
Place 2nd toothpick in hem . Roll handkerchief

around 1st toothpick. let someone feel toothpick
placed in hem while hiding the other one with
your hand on area where it Is hidden and only the
other part of the handkerchief (where the hem is
folded under the folds) Is easy for him to feel.
Have him break it. Then wala! Unroll handker·
chief and show unbroken toothpick.
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What do you do in your spare tune.

Barry Butler, Sophomore, Radio. " I
test lab animals for the Surgeon
General and I'm a brain surgeon parttime."

Julie Kucko, Broadcasting. " Guy
watching."

John Watanabe, Freshman, Radio.
" Read profess ional wrestling
magazines, play the violin and go to the
movies."

David Quince, Sophomore, Radio and
Television. " Play basketball and I do
recordings for other people."

Tracey Daniels, Senior, Television.
" Read novels and do homework."

Melissa Tinsey, Senior, Radio. "Sleep
and call old friends to catch up on
gossip."

Fred Straub, Junior, Radio and
Television. " I pillage small villages
and ravage comely wenches with my

Bryan Williams, Junior, Radio.
"Sleep."

horde."

Renita Woodard, Sophomore, Radio.
••1 read a lot."

Mike Orman, Sophomore, Film.
"Play guitar until my hands hurt, read
lUI my eyes hurt, then I play the guitar.
And I also see obscure movies."

Tom Wall, Freahman, Film. "Write
mualc and aee a lot ol movlea."

Pat Shcrmack, Freahman, Television
and Film . "Cut tops of! cars."

By Juan Tovar

J eannine Pearson, Sophomore,
Writing. "Practice Bavarian snail
abuse."

Chris Forbea, Senior, Film. "Watc:h
cable televlalon, homework and eex." •
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CLASSIFIED$
AmiOUDCID8 tbe 2nd Annual
JDBTQRY ESSAY CONTEST. 1be
Departmeat of Liberal Education
llld tbe Jean Bapt1ste Pointe Du
Sllble Commemorative Committee
are IIIJOIIIOI'I118 a contest to deter·

To Peter: Happy Birthday to a
special friend. I lmow you've been
waiting for this day for a long time.
Celebrate! Love, Terri
P .R. : Hope you get lots of birthday

mille lbe best essay on Chicago kisses from all your favorite
llil&orY among Columbia College ladles, <and whatever else you can
lblderlta. lit prize $250.00, 2nd getl! ! GO TO IT BUDDY.
~

flOO.OO, 3rd prize $50.00.
.,...._ for submisSion of papers
lll'rldll.1, May 3D- I :00 p.m. Wlnllel'l announc:ed June 1. Rules and
requ~re~neDtamaybeobtalned

from Paullt' Welner In Room 715
from u :oo to 6:00 Monday throui!Jl
Friday.

.,

WORLD TAKE NOTICE: It's
Peter Rlndskoprs birthday, what
do you know! lfappy Birthday bud·
dy! Thanks for being a great coentertainment editor. Especially
thanks for being there when I need·
ed you! Have a wild time and en-

joy! You deserve It! Lots oflove,
JO

To Pete: Happy 21st birthday kid!
CELEBRATE, CELEBRATE,
CELEBRATE! Love , THE
CHRONICLE SI'AFF
TO LES, Happy Birthday to a
gJUt joumallst and friend. Love
always,
Jolene
LES : Happy Birthday and many,
many more! Thanks for your sup-

port, help and love!
THE CHRONICLE STAFF

QUAGMEYER
BY G#.RY CARLSON -

CHRIS ECKER

FREE

AD

SPACE!
in the
COLUMBIA
CHRONICLE
CLASSIFIEDS
FOR STUDENTS &
FACULTY OF
COLUMBIA COLLEGE

Personals, items for sale.
apartments tor rent or wan led,

help WWited, etc.

ACROSS

I. filii
4. Beat•
9. Wipe
ll. Ger.aotrla
13. MIIIUe
14. Sotolllent . . . . . . .u...
15. Gin
11. Bloc; clllllleqe
19. Unr
21. Am-!
n. ~

24. Water burier
l6.0we
29. Moot

••-aJ
31. Drifter

33. O.. .ltten of ~
A..ncu Rnolalloll
(abllr.) ,
34. Pabllc uaoa__.t
35. Newapaper

37.
39.
40.
42.
44.

Los

<olual

Co.........
Pad

Fael
Story
46. Baby aorrt.ae
41. Food

50. U.S.S.R. Newapaper
51. Hit

53. CoaaeaJa
DROP OFF ADS IN'AOOM 621

55.

Laraer

51. FaD of coacelt
61. Drlllk IUde of (Mf.)
62.
64.
65.
46.
67.

Derlnd f....., ~ •••
Eda. Grollp (abbr. )
Mole
Jooll

Alrlcu utelope

DOWN
1.D _ __
2. Moallt (.-b. f - )

3. Rloll
4. lltlode

5.
6.
7.
••
9.

Fad
Pertalal.. to <••f.)
Eadacfblnt
Lue

DaUed
10. Metal •
11. Frleacl
16. cu.,..
11. Color
lO. Splotclt
ll. Bam
23. Canleo blip ........
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By Jolene Jones
Well, It's over, The Academy
Awards went as fast as It came.
The three hour extravaganza
was seen by more than 400
million people world-wide.
Congratulations to Dudley
Moore for his comic brilliance
that saved the show from being
a total bore.
"Gandi" an Import from Brittan, did better than was ex·
peeled, capturing eight Oscars.
Bernadette Peters and Peter
Allen supplied the hit of the
evening when they did a song
and dance salute to composer
Irving Berlin.
Mickey Rooney was nothing
"short" of superb as he strolled
on stage to receive his honorary
Oscar for many years of entertaining.
However, the big disappointment or this star-studded event,
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was watching "E. T. " director
Steven Spielberg's race go from
sheer delight to utter disappointment as he lost the two major categories -- Best Director
and Best Picture to "Gandi."
This Is the fourth time
Spielberg has been overlooked
by the prestigious Academy.
His previous blockbuster rums,
three or the biggest moneymakers of all time - " Jaws ",
" Close Encounters of The Third
Kind" and "Raiders of the Lost
Ark", were all Ignored and now
added to the list Is "E. T. "

Incidentally, he is known in
Hollywood as the Rodney
Dangerfield of the Entertainment Industry.
Well. c heer up Steven.
There's always next year and
don't reel too bad, you're not
alone.
Paul Newman also lost his
Oscar in the Best Actor

Catergory. This was the fifth
time he was Ignored by the
Academy . Newman even took
time· out from filming his new
movie " Harry and Son" In
Florida to get his Oscar. But
that opportunity never came.
Maybe next year?
IN HOORAY FOR HOLLYWOOD NEWS, BARBRA
STREISAND has been replaced as producer of her new
movie, " Yentl" because she
went over budget. A completion-bond company will now
take over the job. However,
Strelsand will still direct and
star In this musical based on
Isaac Baahevls Singer's story,
which will be released In
December...
ABC must be doing cartwheels. The network's " Winds
of War" rating success was
mild in comparison to their
blockbuster hit "The Thorn
Birds." The 10 hour epic Is now
the second highest rated miniseries ever, second only to
ABC's "Roots". " The 'l:horn
Birds" received a 41.9 national
rating and a 59 percent share.
Marvelous news for a ma rvelous program ...
Speaking or "The Thorn
Birds", its co-stars, Rachael
Ward and Australian actor
Bryan Brown were married last

week In England... on another
wedding note, "Star Wars"
Harrtaon Ford and "E. T. 's"
screenwriter Melissa Mathison
also tied the knot.
A British publisher Is set to
pay MICK "Rolling Stones"
JAGGER $3 million for his life
story ...The music work world Is
talking about a new book by
Peter Brown and Steven Gaines
everyone's favorite subject The
BeaUes called "The Love You
Make." This book includes
stories never before told about
the Fab Four...
Congratulations to BARRY
MANILOW who has been given
the first GUINNESS BROADWAY GOLD TICKET
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD. It
seems that Manllow set a oneday record In box office grosses
for his recent Broadway oneman show. The award was
presented to him by the sponsor, THE GUINNESS BOOK OF
WORLD RECORDS...
BACK ON THE ROAD
AGAIN, Popular Creek has an. nounced Its eye-popping line-up
of entertainment. For more information on these concerts call
426-1200.

Over at Park West you can
see some marvelous performers In the next coming

weeks ... THE STRANGLERS
perform on April 19...Aprll 21 ts
the date for THE WALL OF
VOODOO...TODD RUNGREN
Is featured on April 26 .. .for
more details on times and
prices call 929-5959.
Finally, as predicted, the new
series "Casablanca " failed In
the ratings. The series starring
ex-" Starsky and Hutch" star
DAVID SOUL received only an
18 percent share. Soul and producer DAVID WOLPHER
should take a hint and "don't
play It again" ... please.
Last but not least, I would like
to thank RON WOJTECKI,
ALEX TAYLOR, GARY
CARLSON and PETER RINDSKOPF for their help In
creating the Oscar spread In the
March 21, Issue of the Chronicle.
Special note: The winners of
" name the Oscar winners contest" In the last Issue are Rich
llllng and Angeila Thomas.
Congratulations from the
chronicle staff. Thanks to all
,
who entered.
Once again, In the Immortal
words or Humphrey Bogart In
the real " Casablanca"HERE'S
LOOKING AT YOU KID."
Till we meet agaln ...THAT'S
ENTERTAINMENT.

Who is this Doctor nan1ed Who?
• By Debra Monroe

Move over
Carlson.)

here comes Dr. Who. (Cartoon by Gary

WT~Wbrings

films to life
• By Theresa Wofford
The "Image Union " provides a
broad base exhibition or modern
short films.
Image Union is a show designed
to be "an interesting T .V. program" and a showcase where
" independent producers can show
their work," said Tom Weinberg,
coordinating producer.
Film and video students are
welcomed to submit their work to
this respected, non-competetive
film program.
Aired on channel 11 , Sundays at
12:30 a .m. and Saturdays at 10
p.m., its viewership rate Is at least
250.000 on Sa turd ays a lone
according to Tony Loeb, head of
Columbia College's film department.
Now In its filth year, Image
Union presents a wide variety or
programming- from prolesslonally made to homemade features
dlsplayinl( a nima tion, documentaries, political observations,
silent movl1-1< a nd nx:k 'n mil tuplni(K.
Vurl11us type• 111 movie• urc
a ired " lt• show the uutllence whut
type or 111m• we rcc~Jivc .. wtwl
type ol work IH tilling done," Hald
Weinberg.
1-'ast shows Included u Cllmmcrc l~l pr1-11entutltm t.y the tJ .S. Commercial ~- um l"cHtlvul ; 11r1 urrw

teur film about past lottery winners called, "Another Millionaire"; a nostalgic feature entitled
"I Remember Riverview"; and
" Death in the West," a documentary that examined cigarette
smoking and lung cancer . A very
amateur silent humorous drama
that ended with a girl getting
strangled In a laundromat was
recently a ired called "Die, Suzzy,
Die," and " Whisper in the Winds,"
a Tony Loeb 111m, was featured on
a one-hour Image Union special
last year.
There are "a lot or Columbia
submitters," said Weinberg, running off names of past and present
Columbia faculty such as Patricia
Seal, and Peter Thompson.
Jim Passin who teaches Small
Format Workshop, an advanced
video class, assigns group projects
that are regularly submitted to Image Union.
Image Union Is looking for
movies that represent Innovative,
fr esh Id e a s . According to
Weinberg, there are "no qualifications" lor submitting. " It's very
simple," he sa id. Video tapes arc
preferred hut 16mm film Is ulso accepted. The submitter cun either
drup hiMwork In the mull or bring It
111 chunncl J I. Within two or three
wockH Hcrccnlnl( Khould he completed and Hlllllt-'0110 will cull to confirm whether lt'Hhccn accepted or
not.

Doctor Who is the hero of a
British television show that runS
every Sunday night at II :00 p.m .
on channel 11
Accompanied by a male or
female companion, Dr: Who
travels through time in a device
that looks like a British phone
booth, meeting enemies wherever
they go.
However, a surprising feature or
the show is a lack or violence. The
show i s filmed on a shoestring
budget but is clever, daring, and
unpretentious.

After twenty. years and six different actors in the title role, Doctor Who has developed a strong
cult following here in the United
States.
Tom Baker is the latest actor to
portray Who. His floppy hat, tweed
coat and mile · long ·striped scarf
are easily copied by fans .
Barbara Elder, a 67 year old
grandmother from California is
credited with starling the first Dr.
Who ran club.
The Fan clubs have spread all
over the col.\!IJry, including one
here at Columbia College, where
members watch monthly video

programs or the Doctor; complet
and uncut.
People have taken a liking to
him .
Phones ring orr the hooks with
people calling Channel ll . They
want to see more Dr. Who rums.
But Who is Dr. Who?
•
Tom Baker, the last actor.!o portray Dr. Who has-decided to leave
the show to do other parts.
The new Doctor, Peter Davidson, is currently filming the second
session of Dr. Who in England.
One of his seven shows will air
beginning April 24 at 11 p-.m. Sunday night.

Gulley-reaches high
• By rerri McGuire and
Peter Rindkopf
Rosemarie Gulley Is coming out
of the shadows and Into the
limelight once again. In addition to
her orr camera duties as director or
community relations at WLS,
Rosemarie Gulley Is now preparing to go in front or the camera
again with a 50-second segment
called " Close to Home."
The brief segments will be
similar to the FYI segments done
by Hal Linden on ABC, except
"Close to Home" will be providing
general Inform ation on a local
level.
According to Gulley, "n·o two
days are alike" at WLS where she
has been working for 11 years.
" I've seen It all," she says.
While working as a reporter for
WLS, Gulley recalls three stories
that stand out In her mind. " I had
just gotten Into the business when
the IC (Illinois Central) train accident or Oct. '72 happened. 1 was
also at the airport when the
American Airlines plane went
down, and there was nothing left
but where they put flags when
there was a hand or a finger. I was
the llrst reporter on the scene the
Friday afternoon the "EI" train
went oil the track at Lake and
Wabash ." Gulley sold that she hod
nightmares over a ll these Incidents
long uftor they were over, and
dealing with disasters such us
theKc, Is a difficult port or u
re1)0rter's job.
Gulley was promoted to director
ol community r e lati ons In

November of 1981. " Basically I'm
responsible for the Image of WLS,"
she said. According to Gulley, the
constant ringing or the telephone is
the worst part or her job now.
Gulley Is also director of the Internship program at WLS. She said
the Internship program Is one or
the best In the country, "WLS firmly believes In educating their
own." Gulley stressed that the
competition Is stiff for an internship and said she·recelves applications from all over the world. " We
provl<je a bridge for those college
students who . want Into this Industry bad enough."

case or being away from her family. Gulley's mother Is a Chicago
public school teacher and her
brother works as a Chicago police
officer.
D'esplte her busy sch.edule,
Rosemarie Gulley views herself as
a fun and caring person.
Gulley's interests are shopping,
listening to music, (she really likes
Michael Jackson' s " Thriller"
album. She says, "The 'Thriller'
album is a Killer.">
Sitting behind a desk covered
with projects a nd paperwork, and
a constantly ringing telephone,
Gulley Is able to laugh and say,
"I've never had so much fun !"

Gulley's time Is also spent
teaching a communications class
at Columbia College called Reporting and Communication: The
Critical " I." Gulley teaches her
class with a lively and dynamic approach.
She has taught at Columbia
every spring semester for seven
years . Gulley offers this a dvice
most to students: Be prepared to
do something else before the real
thing comes along. " They don't
promote reporters to vice presl- ·
dent, you have to make the stops
along the way." She adds that If
you want It bad enough, you'll get
lt.
Gulley Is especially proud that 10
of her former students now work
for ABC somewhere In the country.
She rinds this the most rewarding
part of teaching.
Gulley has hod offers during her
career to leave Chicago as a network correspondent, but aays abe
can't see herself llvln& out of o suit-

For the (inest in - JAZZ
Contemporary and
Mainstream .. . listen to
the
JAZZ MENU
Mondays at 7 p.m. to 9
p.m . AND on Tuesday' s
through Friday's 6 p .m .
to,9p.m.
PLUS
If you want to hear
REGGAE MUSIC at its
finest with yqur host
ASTOR BLACK
tune in on Fridays at 9
p.m. to 10i30 p.'m.·:
·Catch all 'this plus mo;e
in Columbia's .;. classic
radio
WCRX, 88.1 FM
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T~riumph

t

emblazons
Rosemont Horizon
• By Jody Waldman

Canada's premiere rock trio,
Triumph, brought their energetic
commercial music and electrifyIng light show to the Rosemont
Horizon last month, on Friday,
March 18.
U~ike the evening' s openers
Foghat, Triumph seems to be an
entirely different animal. Rather
·than playing from true gut instincts, the trio depended way too
heavily on the technical aspect of
the show, paying particular attention to special effects to amaze the
crowd or adolescent to teen-aged
fans.

Guitarist Rick Emmett played
well enough, but with no apparent
style. He sounded much or the time
to just be playing one continuous
guitar lead. Out of context it
wasn't, yet the entire performance
lacked a sense of continuity. Extended solos were prevalent, first
the guitar, then drummer Gil
Moore, who incidentally did much
of the singing that evening, and
finally, bassist Mike Levine.
Levine, who performs with as
much enthusiasm as a turtle in a
snowstorm, didn't add much to the
show.
,
Triumph, who have released five
albums since 1978 including

" Rock-n-Roll Machine," "Just a
Game," in 1979, " Progressions of
Power" in 1980, and the most
popular " Allied Forces," late In
1981, took awhile to make an impact on American audiences. Their
latest album, "Never Surrender"
on RCA records seems to be selling
quite well, although not as well as
the previous recordings.
Not to be denied, Rick Emmett
has a screaming falsetto easily
able to shatter glass. Unfortunately, be it from the horrendous
acoustical structure of the Rosemont Horizon, or basic lack of adequate soundmen, there was way
too much squealing and feedback
during the show. The sound level
was almost unbearable at certain
points. The entire performance
sounded as if it was being played in
an echo chamber, or a cave.
It could have just as easily been
labeled a laser-light show with
musical accompaniment. The
green lasers used, along with the
characteristic smoke bombs and
hundreds of multi-colored lights
used were far more visual and interesting than any music that was
played.
Foghat was at least one salvation of the evening. They delivered
some true musical talent. The
group put on a polished, professional and tight set of rockin'

bluesy numbers.
Foghat, consisting of Lonesome
Dave Peverett on lead vocals and
guitar, Roger Earl on drums,
Craig MacGregor on bass and Rod
Price on lead guitar, played all
their well-known hits, and then
some.
"Fool For the City" was played
with heartfelt s in cerity on
everyone's part, to the audiences'
overwhelming approval.
Other hits such as "Stone Blue,"
" Honey Hush," and "Slow Ride"
were performed with expertise and
had the crowd cheering with each
successing number.
Perhaps the highlight of their
performance was the encore of " I
Just Wanna Make Love to You"
which has always been one of their
biggest hits to date. The song had
the audience singing along with the
throbbing rendition.
Foghat,. one or the most true to
the basic cause; of rock and roll
bands to have ever existed, have
been a distinctive influence in the
music scene for at least a decade.
Since the early seventies, up
through the vastly changing 80's
they have steadfastly held to their
brand of raw and gutsy music,
loosely labeled as "boogie-rock."
Let's hope these guys don't let us
down.

----

AGAINST

THE

Re-g gae hits Chicago
But the majority of the music
Jamaicans did and It moved to
was still locked up in Jamaica.
America with them In the 70's.
When a foreigner thought of regThere was a time when It could gae he instantly thought Bob
only be heard at West Indian house Marley.
parties and dances. It was a
In Chicago, reggae did not exist
privilege to be Invited to a house
party and reggae lovers of all until the late 70's when a few peoraces kept West Indian friends not ple began to Invest in the music. An
only for their company but to be all reggae record store call "The
able to hear reggae at those all Conquering Lion" was opened on
night, pulsating house dances East 79th Street by a Rastafarian
where the chairs are hidden and all Brother named Isaiah Ferguson. A
club on the northside started to
you can do Is dance, dance, dance.
feature all-reggae bands seven
Then came Bob Marley and Reg- nights a week. And Northwestern
gae ·got respectability. Now you University's radio station WNUR
It moved across the Atlantic to could hear at least one true star on
decided to experiment one sumEngland in the SO's and 60's when the radio.
mer with reggae as an Internship
program for its students.

• By Myrna Daley

Reggae has been the
underground music scene of
Chicago for quite a while, but with
tlfe West Indian influence In music
gettlr!g stronger daily, it ts slowly
emerging as a force to be dealt
with.
Reggae is the Gospel Music of
Jamaica. It Is the way the
Jamaican underclass expresses Its
sorrows and Its joys in much the
same way that Black Americans
~the Spiritual.

The show runs from noon to six
p.m. on Sundays and It was to be
cut Into two three hour shifts. It
was a great success. The Evanston
and North Chicago communities
loved It and they wanted more. So
the show was kept as a regular
Sunday afternoon feature with a
permanent disc jockey as Its host.
Eric Hewitt was picked as that
host. He is a young Jamaican who
Is currently living in Chicago while
he pursues a degree In Radio and
T.V. at Columbia College.
"Reggae on Radio has been on
the air with me as host since 1980,"
says Hewitt. "The tremendous audience response made it a weekly," he added.
Hewitt hosts the show along with
engineer Mikey Sears, who •=omes
from Trinidad. Mikey adds a little
bit of calypso flavor to the show.
When asked how he thinks the
show helped the reggae scene In
Chicago, Hewitt said, "The show
helps the clubs get patrons. A lot of
people call the station to find out
where they can go to hear live reggae."
To find live reggae In Chicago,
the places to go are "The· Wild
Hare and Singing Armadillo Club
Sanctuary", 3530 N. Clark St; "The
Tropic Zone", 5220 N. Sheridan Rd
and "The Reggae Watering Hole",
3714 N. Clark.

-----
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DEPARTMENT
DIGEST
Arts/Entertainment M gt.
The Arts, Entertainment and Media Management Department Is
sponsoring a special demonstration and seminar on the Compact Disc
Digital Audio System. There will be two sessions on Monday. April25,
at 3:30 p.m. and 6:30p.m. A third session will be on Wednesday, April
27, at 3:30 p.m. Each of the seminar meetings will be held In the
Ferguson Theater <ground level) at Columbia College, 600 S.
Michigan. If you plan to attend one of the seminars, please RSVP to
the Art, Entertainment and Media Management Department, Columbia College, 663·1600, ext. 285.

Dance

Outlook

• from pages
at this point of their lives, maybe
the rest of their llves, but not
necessarily," Jenkins said.
The average person changes
jobs approximately 5 to 7 Urnes In
their life, according to Ruth
Gelsenhelmer, Career Planning
and Professional Placement.
Columbia ' s vocational
counselor, Walter Gallas, works
with students to help them focus In
on what they want tO do and helps
them discover what they actually

terviewlng Include:

cando.

- • Research the compllll)'
thoroughly before going to an In'
tetvlew.
•Prepare good questions for the

First, students must bave a

career objective, then they need to
know the expectations of potential
employers. And, when they weigh
employers expectations against
their skills and abilities, they know
what they must do to get a certain
job.

Jenkins also mentioned the lm·
portance . of "total Job preparation ." Proper grooming and
preparation for the interview are
vital. Some Ideas for succe5sfulln·

Interview.
• A neat, profesalonalappearance Is basic to a good Interview, especially If the job lnvolws
contact with the publk:.
•Have some cm:eer goala ID
.
mllld.

WFMT and Mayor Byrne present MORDINE AND COMPANY In a
tribute to the CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, April 20, 12:00
Noon, Prudential Building, Chicago. Footpath Dance Company will
perform April 29-30 at Columbia Dance Center, a nd Kelly Holt, a
modern dance performer and teacher will be a guest artist In
residence for 3 weeks starting May 2.

Galler y
Two photo exhibits of a soclo-documentary nature continue In the
Gallery thru April 23. Main Gallery: " In The Fields" · examines the
life and labor of the California agricultural field worker through the
photographs of Ken Light, Roger Minick & Reesa Tansey. A 100 print
exhibit. Lower Level : "We' ll Never Turn Back" - a photographic
history of the events of the American civil rights move ment from 1955

to 1966.

Graduate Dlvlson
Masters degrees will be awarded for the firs t time by the Film and
Photography departments this June. Dennis Pratt will become the
first graduate of the Photography Department's Masters program and
Steve Roszell will become the Film Department's first graduate.

Journalism
Oriana Fallaci, the Wllll·known writer/ journalist/ interviewer J s
coming to Columbia College the week of April 25. Her first lecture will
be a public lecture on Monday, April25 at 7:30p.m. The lecture will be
held either In F~rguson or the lith Street Theater. On Wednesday,
April 27, she will be the featured speaker on the " Front Page" lecture
series. Th(s class meets at 2 p.m. in Ferguson. Friday, April 29, she
will lecture and read the poetry of Alexander Panagoulls at 2 p .m. in
Ferguson. And;on Tuesday, April 26, she will do a lecture on writing
and writers for the Writing Department. The time and place of that
lecture have not been set.
Liberal ~ucatlon
In the ~!crest of all Columbia students and faculty, book donations
are being taken for the BOOK-GIVE-AWAY In room 715. The semiannual event Is scheduled for Thursday, AprilS.

Theater/Music
Popular jazz trumpet player, Wynton Marsalis, Is presenting two
concerts on Friday, April 29 at the Columbia College Theater/ Music
Center at the 11th Street Theater, 72 E . 11th Street, Chicago. Performances are at 8:00p.m . and 10:30 p.m. Trumpeter Marsalis will
play with the Columbia Jazz Ensemble directed by Columbia's
composer-in-residence, William Russo. Both programs also include
works performed by the 30-student All School Chorus and the 12student Swing Choir, as well as solo work ey Janice Hutson and Carol
Loverde, both on the college's music faculty.

WCRX

.IJo..

Favor Ruhl Outlet Store

23S.WABASH

~C3oR

:IE

CASH&CARRY
ALL SALES FINAL

•

782 5737

Mon.- f ri.
11· 8

Set.
11-5:30

Show your clas$.

a Dutch of Class.
6 bottles of Grolsch-the "300-year-old bre wing masterpiece from Holland ~
6 bottles of what experts are calling the best tasting beer sold today. And 6 great ways·
to show your class what class is all about.

Columbia College students are invited to apply for summer staff
positions at WCRX. Areas available are : on-air, news, sports,
research and others. Credit Is available for those who desire it.
Deadline for all applicants is May 13. News applications are due April
27. WCRX applications are available in the:WCRX office, room 709, or
call_..663-1693. An audition Tape/ cover let~r seminar for summer
WCiOc staff positions will be held this Saturday, April IS at 2:00p.m.
Attendance is mandatory.

~c.(:.
LAGER BEER

A brewer'a maaterp~ from Hollalld~

